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iMediaShare
Converging Home and Mobile

BIANOR CASE STUDY

FAST FACTS
Challenge:
Develop a tool that connects mobile devices 
with home media center providing the user the 
opportunity to view or listen multimedia files on 
the large home TV screen.

Solution:
A lightweight technology based on UPnP/DLNA 
protocols providing Wi-Fi communication 
channel to share transparently images, video 
and audio files between cell phones and DLNA 
compliant devices.

Development:
Expand iMediaShare to multiple mobile platforms 
allowing a larger audience to benefit multimedia 
files sharing. 

Bottom line:
More than 60,000 downloads weekly and more 
than �4,000 downloads daily just 3 weeks 
after its first release
Rated second top free application in 
Photography category
Listed among top apps at New & Noteworthy 
Chart for more than 2 weeks 

Product web site: 
http://ims.bianor.com
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BACkgrounD
Converging home and mobile.

Today, we are surrounded by a multi-level convergent media 
world where all modes of communication and information are 
continuously reforming. Mobile devices manufacturers are 
constantly competing in offering more and better functions for our 
cell phones. For a short period of time the mobile phone turned to 
be not just a voice communication tool but a complicated device 
incorporating various media and communications options. The 
modern cell phone now is a high resolution digital camera, mp3 
player, camcorder and voice recorder, GPS navigator, just to 
name a few. All these features convert the phone into a mobile 
multifunctional data carrier. 

Still, cell phone’s main purpose remains communication. That 
is why communicating with others, the pictures we have taken 
with our phone’s digital camera is a natural consequence. We 
can use Bluetooth® or data cable to copy them to the PC or 
upload them in Facebook, Picasa or Flickr or just send them via 
MMS. But can we share the pictures with our friends on the large 
TV screen at home just with a single click on our handset?

The short answer is “Yes”.

CHAllenge
Cell phones are now connected to home media center.

People are always looking 
for the fastest and the 
easiest way. That is how 
all the innovations came 
to life. That is why Bianor’s 

team faced the challenging task for developing an application 
that will allow cell phones to communicate with the TV sets. 

We created a simple, user-friendly tool that provides convergence 
of mobile devices with home entertainment systems, allowing 
seamless media sharing. The tool allows multimedia files 
located on users’ mobile phones to be transparently viewed on 
TVs at home.
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... allow cell phones 
to communicate with 
the TV sets ...

http://ims.bianor.com
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SoluTion
Absoutely amazing. Worked on my Xbox360 first try.

Bianor’s engineers built a lightweight technology based on 
UPnP/DLNA protocols to provide Wi-Fi communication channel 
to share transparently images, video and audio files between 
cell phones and DLNA compliant devices, such as the playing 
consoles PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360. These devices connect the 
cell phone with the TV set. In the next 2 years more than 80% of 
the new TVs are expected to have built in DLNA compliant client, 
so that no mediating devices will be necessary.

Once having the technology know-how Bianor’s team had 
to apply it in the real live. The best choice was iPhone being 
a true, next generation multimedia device with strong users’ 
community and well-developed apps distribution. That is why 
we chose iPhone’s OS for the proof of concept. That is how the 
name iMediaShare was born.

iMediaShare was listed at Apple’s App Store in November 2009 
and only in 3 weeks it reached more than 60,000 weekly 
downloads. The application ranked second to Adobe’s Photoshop 
Mobile on Photography Top Free Apps and was among top apps 
at New & Noteworthy Chart for more than 2 weeks.

“The first version of 
iMediaShare for iPhone 
enables only images 
sharing. The next major 
product milestone is 

enabling audio sharing on the iPhone platform,” Kostadin 
Jordanov, Bianor’s CEO said. “We are working towards achieving 
more and even better functionalities for other mobile operating 
systems,” Jordanov added. 
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... more and even better 
functionalities for other 
mobile OS ...

WHAT iPHone uSerS SAy ABouT 
iMediaShare

Works great on my Xbox 360. 
All I had to do is go to the Picture 
Library and choose iMediaShare 
as a source. What a great app.

Works great on ps3. So you 
can show your photos without 
plugging in a wire.

Great app, works perfectly with 
my ps3, amazing!

http://www.bianor.com
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DeveloPMenT

iMediaShare for iPhone proved to be an app with high potential. 
It provoked Bianor’s engineering capacity to make mobile media 
sharing available for larger audience. On one hand we had to 
further enable more sharing options at iPhone’s app, and on the 
other to develop the application for other mobile OS. 

“Bundling iMediaShare 
application with mobile 
devices makes them an 
even more useful and 
functional, adding more 

value to their users. iMediaShare is available for different 
mobile OS and device manufacturers looking to differentiate 
their product and respond to customers’ demands for more 
functionality,” Jordanov said.
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ConTACTS
new york

626 RXR Plaza, PMB �793
Uniondale, NY ��556
Phone: +� 5�6 833-3300 
Fax:     +� 63� 96�-05�9

Sofia
258 Okolovrasten Pat Str. 
�756 Sofia, Bulgaria
Phone: +359 (2) 460-4200
Fax:     +359 (2) 955-5686

E-mail
info@bianor.com

Web site
www.bianor.com

ABouT BiAnor
Bianor helps businesses take full advantage 
of mobile technologies. The company creates 
class-leading technologies and tools to unleash 
potential. Bianor’s mobile solutions unlock new 
revenue streams and improve collaboration and 
business efficiency.

Bianor develops products addressing common 
business issues and custom solutions for 
specific business needs. The proprietary 
award-winning mobile platform MobiSDPtm 
empowers business mobility and enables 
rapidly development and launch of secure and 
stable centrally managed mobile solutions. The 
company’s product portfolio includes solutions 
improving sales team efficiency and optimizing 
corporate communication costs.

Bianor has hundreds of success stories with 
global leaders, and partners with leading IT 
companies such as IBM, Nokia, Oracle, RedHat 
and Sun Microsystems.
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... more useful and 
functional, adding more 
value to mobile users ...
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